
 

 
 

10 Facts about Minigarden 
 
1. CONCEPT: Minigarden is an easy and effective vertical gardening and farming solution for large 

or small urban environments. All types of plants, vegetables, and herbs thrive in Minigarden 
because of its unique drainage and water-conserving design.  
 

2. ORIGIN: Originally used on a commercial farm in Portugal, Minigarden is a professional-grade 
product that is now available to designers, landscapers, and homeowners.  
 

3. UNIQUE IRRIGATION SYSTEM: Minigarden is not a trickle-down system. Its patented 
independent irrigation system means that each module is watered individually and excess 
water drains into the base and not to the plant below it.  
 

4. MODULARITY: Minigarden modules work like building blocks. Modules can be stacked on the 
floor or supported on your walls to create a floating greenwall display. 
 

5. SHAPE: Minigarden modules come in two shapes: a vertical and a corner module. All are 
compatible with each other and can be assembled vertically, horizontally, back-to-back, or as 
two-, three-, or four-sided configurations. No other vertical gardening system has this feature.  
 

6. SPACE: The professional-grade modules allow for a large amount of planting in a limited 
amount of space, and will provide many years of gardening joy to people who otherwise would 
not have the opportunity to do so.  
 

7. COLORS: Minigarden comes in five colors – white, black, green, gray and terracotta. Its clean 
lines and deep plant sockets allow for an endless variety of plants to be grown together. The 
modules feature a clean, uniform aesthetic that can be used to create an endless array of looks. 
 

8. TOOL-FREE ASSEMBLY: Using a series of tool-free clips, the modules join together to create any 
configuration or design. Minigarden modules are ready-to-go without having to be hung on a 
wall (although it can be wall-mounted, if you desire!)  
 

9. LIVING WALLS: Minigarden has been used in many large-scale living wall installations 
worldwide. Its patented system is created using high-grade copolymers that make these 
modules a beautiful, low-maintenance commercial-grade product. 
 

10. URBAN GARDENING: Minigarden is created from a BPA-free, certified food-safe plastic and is 
the perfect urban farm for those living in condos or homes with small or no yards.  Because 
Minigarden uses traditional potting and container mixes and is suitable for use with virtually 
any plant, Minigarden is a system that everyone from the novice gardener to the most expert 
interiorscaper can use and appreciate.  


